
partially brick-faced and in reinforced
concrete. Air ducts with cowlings man-
ifested themselves on some of the
walls. There were three areas inside,
transmitter room, diesel room and a
small staff area with a small Belfast
sink and draining board. Adjacent to
the sink, storage was provided for vari-
ous products including 1950s vintage
Ajax and bleach! There was even the
luxury of a mains water supply!

In the transmitter room was a rather
nice oak table and on some shelves
were stacked spare valves, including
EF50, EF55, EF92, ACSP/3, ACVP/1,
KT66, ECC33, EF37A, GZ32, 807,
813, 805, 866A, UU6 and UU8. The
antenna was fed directly from the rear
interior wall-mounted antenna tuning
unit via a large lead-through insulator.
A standard BBC issue camel-coloured
duffle coat hung on the rear of the door
just as though the last member of staff
leaving had conveniently deposited it
there but to return at any minute!

ET Was Here

The Lister diesel engine was there,
with 56 hours run on the 240V single-
phase alternator control panel counter.
The 22 inch PIE bay was present with
the amplifiers, crystal drive units and
power supplies but the transmitters
were missing. There were ragbolts on
the floor where the transmitters would
have stood. The dimensions indicated
that ETs had been here! (I later dis-

covered that a previous proposed and
then aborted modernisation attempt
had resulted in just the ET4336s being
removed.)

In the drawers of that rather nice oak
table were documents in a binder.
These revealed that the station had
been built and commissioned in mid
1956 having taken over from a previ-
ous wartime installation in the nearby
Hall. The station had been tested to air
on 1457 and 1484kHz. On 12th
September 1963 the station had been
wavechanged to 1052kHz and new
settings for the Antenna Tuning Unit,
ETs and crystal drive units had been
recorded. The station had been tested
to dummy-load regularly for the next
20-odd years. I returned to Woofferton
with the documents and said “Yes, I’ll
do it!” The first problem was to obtain
some transmitters. 

Training Transmitters

At the time, March 1988, Droitwich
was having the 1215kHz Radio Three
BBC-manufactured transmitter
changed for a 50kW Marconi B6034
Doherty unit. This released a suitable
PIE bay some 19 inches wide and full
of modern equipment. Also the train-
ing school was being closed and con-
sequently some training transmitters
were available – yes, you’ve guessed
it, a pair of ET4336s with a combiner.
Upon visiting with my ‘volunteered’
colleague, Grimsby born, Dave

‘Animal’ Crosskill (so named, because
of his hairstyle, after the creature of
the same name in The Muppet Show),
we discovered the ETs and combiner
had been rescued by the DEI staff
from the Shrewsbury DF site in the
Nobold area of the town. This site had
been modernised in 1985 to carry the
main Radio Shropshire MF service on
756kHz with a new Eddystone 1kW
transmitter and 76m mast radiator.

It was fortunate we had retrieved
some RF inductors and ceramic capac-
itors from the low-power stages of the
displaced DEI transmitter for we were
to need them – the frequency allocated
to Radio Gloucestershire was 603kHz.
We made arrangements for the DEI
‘booty’ to be shipped to Woofferton.
Transportation of stretched ETs is a
considered exercise, each unit weighs
in excess of 600 pounds and they are
over six feet tall. Having them at
Woofferton enabled us, ‘The Two
Daves’, to build the entire station in
the warm and without recourse to trav-
elling every day the nearly three hour
total return journey to Gloucester MF.
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Partners in crime – The Two Daves – installing the combiner for
Radio Gloucester

One of the two Coubro and
Scrutton poles that support the

antenna


